
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CONTROL
Prevent quality issues on assembled boards and components. Create 

templates with suitable magnification levels and save a golden 
sample in the Image Comparison app for efficient quality  

control of the boards.

With TAGARNOs digital microscopes, you can speed up your  
quality control and become more efficient. 

With this system, you can easily zoom in to take a really close look 
at your PCBs to check their quality or take pictures for  
documentation with a single click. You can also add software 
apps to your microscope to perform 2D measurements and image 
comparisons. 
 
TAGARNOs digital microscopes are ideal for quality assurance and 
control of assembled solder boards and components. They are also 
excellent tools for soldering/desoldering defectively assembled 
PCBs and for creating image documentation for your customers.

TAGARNO DIGITAL MICROSCOPES

MORE EFFICIENT QUALITY 
CONTROL AND ASSURANCE

REPAIR AND REWORK
Using a digital microscope while repairing a defective PCB will 

ensure large magnification levels and a large working area, making 
it easier for the operators to see what they are doing. The FHD 
cameras and 60 fps also deliver a live image without delay or 

distortion, providing ideal repair work conditions.

TRAINING
With a digital microscope from TAGARNO, it’s easy to train new 

quality assurance and quality control employees. Display potential 
defects on the monitor to allow several operators to inspect the 

object simultaneously and discuss a live image together.

DOCUMENTATION
Need to provide image doumentation for a customer? With a digital 
microscope from TAGARNO, you can take an image of your sample 
by pressing a button on the control box. The image is then saved to 
a memory stick or to the internal storage of the microscope, ready 

to be shared with customers. 
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DOCUMENTATION

With a simple click on the control box, you can capture 
an image of your work. Save it as documentation and/
or share it with coworkers and supply chain partners to 

describe an issue you might be having.

MULTIVIEWER 

Using a monitor instead of an ocular to do the 
inspection allows more people to look at an object at the 

same time. This gives you an incomparable chance to 
easily detect and describe problems to multiple viewers 

simultaneously in person. Training new employees is 
also made much easier. 

USER-FRIENDLY

TAGARNO's digital microscopes are userfriendly all-in-
one solutions. They require little to no training, making 
ease of use one of your most important benefits. The 

microscopes are also made from high quality materials 
and surface treatments. This ensures a long lasting 

product with no maintainance required.

ERGONOMICS

No more neckpain or headaches! Using a monitor 
instead of an ocular relieves your eyes, neck and back 

of unnecessary strain, paving the way for more efficient 
and less tiring working processes.


